SUMMARY:
The Caribbean Fishery Management Council’s (Council) Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC) will hold meetings.

DATES:
The meetings will be held on November 12–14, 2013.

ADDRESSES:
The meetings will be held at the Caribbean Fishery Management Council Headquarters, located at 270 Muñoz Rivera Avenue, 4th Floor, Suite 401, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918, telephone (787) 766–5926, at least 5 days prior to the meeting date.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Caribbean Fishery Management Council, 270 Muñoz Rivera Avenue, Suite 401, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918, telephone (787) 766–5926, at least 5 days prior to the meeting date.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
The SSC will meet to discuss the items contained in the following agenda:

November 12, 2013—9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
—Call to order
—Adoption of Agenda
—ACL Overages: Are These Due to Reporting Artifact or Actual Catch?
—SEFSC/SERO Data Update
—Recent Years (2010–2012)
—Data Set (years 1999–2012 for USVI; 1980–2012 for Puerto Rico)
—Reporting Changes

November 13, 2013—9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
—Island-Based Management
—SEFSC Data Review of Non-Federally Managed Species
—Commercial
—Recreational
—TIP
—Other
—Species Identification and Determination of Data Availability
—Potential Actions for Island-Based FMPs
—Timeline and Strategy for Updating ACLs for all FMUs
—Red Hind ACL Adjustment, Consideration of Olsen/Novulis Analyses as per CFMC Motion

November 14, 2013—9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
—Economic model for allocating time of the year for closures due to ACL “overages”
—OFL to ACL Reduction Control Rule
—Use of Overfished Status in Addition to Overfishing Status
—Percent Reduction Values
—Other Business
—Adjourn Meeting

The meetings are open to the public, and will be conducted in English.

Although non-emergency issues not contained in this agenda may come before this group for discussion, those issues may not be the subject of formal action during these meetings. Action will be restricted to those issues specifically listed in this notice and any issues arising after publication of this notice that require emergency action under section 305(c) of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, provided the public has been notified of the Council’s intent to take final action to address the emergency.

Special Accommodations:
These meetings are physically accessible to people with disabilities. For more information or request for sign language interpretation and/other auxiliary aids, please contact Mr. Miguel A. Rolón, Executive Director, Caribbean Fishery Management Council, 270 Muñoz Rivera Avenue, Suite 401, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918, telephone (787) 766–5926, at least 5 days prior to the meeting date.

Dated: October 23, 2013.

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.

Tracey L. Thompson, Acting Deputy Director, Office of Sustainable Fisheries, National Marine Fisheries Service.

BILLING CODE 3510–22–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Telecommunications and Information Administration

Innovative Spectrum Sharing Technology Day Event

AGENCY: National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce; National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), with the support of the National Coordination Office of the Networking and Information Technology Research and Development (NITRD) program, will co-host the Innovative Spectrum Sharing Technology Day on November 5, 2013. The Technology Day will showcase advances in spectrum sharing and other innovations and initiatives aimed at satisfying the nation’s surging demand for wireless services, devices, and applications. The event will be open to the public and will provide policy-makers, researchers, industry stakeholders, and federal agency representatives the opportunity to witness live demonstrations of innovative wireless technologies and applications. President Obama, supported by the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, has focused on the use of spectrum sharing technology innovations to enhance spectrum efficiency and to expedite commercial access to spectrum bands where technically and economically feasible.

DATES: The Innovative Spectrum Sharing Technology Day will be held on November 5, 2013, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Eastern Standard Time.

ADDRESSES: The event will take place at the U.S. Department of Commerce, Herbert C. Hoover Building, Lobby and Auditorium, 1401 Constitution Avenue NW., Washington, DC (The entrance to the building is on 14th Street between Pennsylvania and Constitution Avenues NW.)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Wendy Wigen, NTIA at (703) 292–7921 or wigen@ntia.doc.gov. All media inquiries should be directed to Juliana Gruenwald, NTIA, at jgruenwald@ntia.doc.gov or (202) 482–2145, or Jennifer Huergo, NIST, at jennifer.huergo@nist.gov or (301) 975–6343.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: NTIA, NIST and White House officials will kick off the morning session (10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time) with introductory remarks. This will be followed by a panel discussion focused on a variety of spectrum research and policy initiatives. The afternoon session (12:00 to 3:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time) will feature demonstrations and exhibits by invited participants in the lobby of the Herbert C. Hoover Building. The event will be open to the public and press on a first-come, first-served basis, as space is limited. Due to security requirements and to facilitate entry to Commerce’s Herbert C. Hoover Building, U.S. nationals must present valid, government-issued photo identification upon arrival. Foreign